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SugarCRM is a leading open source Customer Relations Management tool and development platform with nearly 5.5 million downloads, nearly 17,000 developers, and lots more users. 

 The Definitive Guide to SugarCRM is the first official SugarCRM book available to developers and users. This definitive book begins by talking about the SugarCRM platform components, namely MVC, Studio, Module Builder, authentication, and themes.

Next, you see how to customize the modules SugarCRM comes with out of the box in an upgrade-safe manner. The text then presents an example application that a typical business might use and shows how to build it using SugarCRM, using both existing functionality as well as newly added functionality.

What you'll learn

	Understand how the SugarCRM platform works
	Customize the modules that come with SugarCRM
	Build new modules and functionality into SugarCRM
	Explore MVC architecture, users/authentication, built-in modules, and other platform features
	Use SugarCRM Studio for customizations, logic hooks, and overriding existing code
	Build on top of SugarCRM using Module Builder, custom modules, and existing/custom modules mashups
	Design a complete application


Who is this book for?

Any business application developers and consultants looking to build or deploy a custom business application. CIOs and IT administrators will also be interested.
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Power Plant EngineeringNew Age Publications, 2006

	There have been significant developments and advances in the field of power plant engineering, computer applications on energy audit and management, environmental audit and management, human development and environment. The authors have been encouraged to write this pioneer book for the benefit of students of engineering and researchers due...
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Semantic Grid: Model, Methodology, and Applications (Advanced Topics in Science and Technology in China)Springer, 2008
Semantic Grid: Model, Methodology, and Applications introduces to the science, core technologies, and killer applications. First, scientific issues of semantic grid systems are covered, followed by two basic technical issues, data-level semantic mapping, and service-level semantic interoperating. Two killer applications are then introduced to...
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Memetics and Evolutionary Economics: To Boldly Go Where no Meme has Gone Before (Economic Complexity and Evolution)Springer, 2020

	
		This book explores the question of whether and how meme theory or “memetics” can be fruitfully utilized in evolutionary economics and proposes an approach known as “economemetics” which is a combination of meme theory and complexity theory that has the potential to combat the fragmentation of evolutionary...
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Ethnobotany: Application of Medicinal PlantsCRC Press, 2018

	
		Ethnobotany includes the traditional use of plants in different fields like medicine and agriculture. This book incorporates important studies based on ethnobotany of different geographic zones. The book covers medicinaland aromatic plants, ethnopharmacology, bioactive molecules, plants used in cancer, hypertension, disorders of the...
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Code in the Cloud (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		Cloud computing is an innovative and exciting style of programming and using computers. It creates tremendous opportunities for software developers: cloud computing can provide an amazing new platform for building new kinds applications. In this chapter, we’ll look at the basic concepts: what cloud computing is, when and why...
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Expert C# 5.0: with the .NET 4.5 Framework (Expert Apress)Apress, 2012

	Expert C# 5.0 is a book about getting the best from C#. It’s based on the principle that to write good, high-performance, robust applications you need to understand whats going on deep under the hood. If you are already experienced with writing managed applications and want to learn more about how to get the best from the ...
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